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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF THE DEAN
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

DEAN M-10-E #89199
SECRETARY III SR 14 #35035

ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
M-8-AM #89263 .50 FTE
SECRETARY II SR 12 #38808 .50 FTE

UH ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER VI P 13 #80203
PERSONNEL CLERK V SR 13 #14593

DEPARTMENTS & PROGRAMS
ANTHROPOLOGY
COMMUNICATION
ECONOMICS
ETHNIC STUDIES
COGNITIVE
JOURNALISM

POLITICAL SCIENCE
POPULATION STUDIES
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
URBAN & REGIONAL
PLANNING
WOMEN'S STUDIES

202.75 FTE

Approved: [Signature]
Title: Interim Dean
Date: Sept. 9, 1988

Note: Revised per 1986 update, Department positions reflected in separate charts.
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